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The Nuclear Regdatory Coc=ission ( RC) proposed regulatien puts a band-a hn,-'an9 ,, d
open festerins nound - the already sericus proble=s created when the 130 allowed
ionization detectors to be =a:ntfactured and narksted in the first place. Cur
concerns include, but are not limited to, the following

1. Ionization dstectors are rot necessary for the detection of
fires. Photoelectric detectors can do the job without bringing
dangerous radioactivity aato the workplace, =arketplace and cur
knes L and ulthately, when disposed, into our soil, air and
water.

2. The americiu=-241 in ionization smoke detector's cc. get out
and affect the health of hu=ans by ingestion and inhalation.
There are ' thousands of lethal doses" in ons =icrecurie of
enericius241, according to D . Edward i'ertell, a radiochemist
for the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,

,

Color ado. ,,

The !RC proposes' to label ionization s=cke detectors with the statesmts THIS
EE*ECTCR CON!A!!3 RADICACTIVE MATERIAL 'dL'ICH FRESENDS D SIGNIFIC. cit HAZARD TO
EIALTH IF USED IN ACCCRDAICE '5ITH DIRECTIC:3." This state =ent is falso and
misleading.

Consu=srs who use ioni=ation detectors in eceordance with directions could suffer
the following significant hazards to their health:

1. A fire could destroy the seal containing the a=ericius - c.d
its dispersal could be injurious to he:eowners, firemen and
cleanug crews.

2. Children playing with installed or discarded detectors can
disassemble the seal surrounding the anericium and injest
its carcinogenic contents.

3 The IRC has no rules or regulations regarding disposal of die-
carded detectcre. The release of a=ericium to the air after
incineration or to ground water after landfill disposal are
injuricus to public health and safety.

In conclusion, icni:ation detectors should'not be labeled - they should be banned.
Please add =y ec=:ents and the enclosed'docu=ents to the public record on your
new proposed rule en ionizatic= s:cke detectors, g
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TO: Who= lt May Concern

SUEJECT: Statement on Sache Oetectors presented to the Fire Prevention
Division for entry into the officici records of hearings en this
subject in the District of Columbia on July 25, 1976 by Dr. Karl
Z. Morgan, School of Nuclear Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

.

'

Over the past 35 years I have been involved as a scientist and as a
= ember of national and international co==ittees to look into radiation
hazards si=ilar to those posed by ionization type (e.g. , 241A2 or 22sRa)
smoke detectors and have recoc= ended appropriate action. The hazards of
ionization type s=oke detectors are s:all from the standpoint of risk to
an individual, but when a s=all individual risk is applied to a large popu-
lation, the grim result is the unnecessary loss of =any lives. Some of cy
s1=ilar involve =ents have been: shoe fitting =achines, cass chest X-ray

progra=s, luminized watch dials, X-ray from the voltage reyd.cttor of TV
tubes, ship:ent of radioactiva =aterial by passenger aircraft, ca==cgra=s,
etc.

I strongly encourage the use of nen-ionizing radiation s=oke detectors
(e.g., photoelectric) but oppose the ionizing type detectors primarily for
two reasons as follows:

1. They 'present a radiation risk that is s all in the individual case
but significant when hu:dreds of thousands of the= are in use. Co==on types-
use either An-241 or Ra-226. It would be difficult to say vnich is the core
hazardous. My calculations indicate that when A=-241 and Ra-226 =ay becc:e
deposited inside the body, A=-241 is about 16 ti=es = ore ha:ardous than Ra-226.
However, if kept cutside the body, the sa==a radiation is greater frce the
Ra-226 than from the A=-241.

In the case of the A=-241 s=oke detector the An-241 must be placed en a
solid backing (e.g., a silver disk) and then it cust be covered with a protective
layer (e.g., gold film) to prevent its escape into the environ =ent. Here to
start with is a serious cenflict of technical require =ents. The gold layer

- cust be only a few molecules thick so the alpha particles can escape and
ionize the air and yet we vould like it very thick to prevent escape of this

.

dangerous An-241 into the environ =ent. Just the spallation (recoil ions)

vill remove some of the intact As-241 or Ra-226 and when the devices are dis-
carded, scratches or even brushing over a rough hard surface vill re=ove so=e
of the Ac-241 or Ra-226.

Ordinarily the inhalation ha:ard is uch greater than that of ingestien
because for the usual chemical for s the uptake of these materials in the GI .

tract is lov (i.e. , 2.5x10~5 for 2k1As ani 0.04 for 22sRa) but studias with''

.
other. similar radionuclides would indicate there is a very high risk of skin
cancer if such alpha emitting radionuclides enter the skin througn open

-vounds.

.
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If all these devices could be kept track of and returned for suitable
disposal when discarded or involved in a fire, the risk would be greatly
reduced, but I do not believe this is possible.

~

There is no question but that Ab-241 and Ra-226 when inside the body
can ecuse cancer. I was chairman of both the national and international .

co=mittees (National Council on Radiation Protection and the International
Co=sission on Radiological protection) that set the maximum per issible body
burden of A=-241 at 0.05 tci for the radiation worker based on the risk of
bone cancer. This would be only one hundred and fifty millionths of a gran
(a speck to small to see with the naked eye) and the amount should be set
at no = ore than 1/10 this level for me:bers of the public. Even this amount
of 2"}As in the body increase the risk of a person dying of bone cancer by
about 5 percent (i.e., the risk would be about 5 x10-2 bone canger per person
with 0.005pCi 241As in his skeleton).

2. The second reason I oppose the ionization type smoke detectors is
that their response ti e is so slew and other types are far better for smoke
detection. In a test we ran here in Atlanta on seven different types, the
photoelectric types all sounded an alar = at smoke densities of less than 2%
per foot while the ioni:ation type did not respond until the s=oke levels
were 4 to 7% while the co==only recec= ended level is some value less than 4%
per foot. I doubt I could have escaped my hoce at these higher s=oke levels.
I as told that in a flash fire sece of the ionization types respond satis-
factorily, but, unfortunately, over 90% of the lives lost in fires in the
U.S. is from smoke inhalation.

.

Maybe from the point of view of so e businesses it is satisfactory to
put on the carket a product that vill be a very small risk percent vise per
person, but, if it causes only 10 to 50 deaths per year in the United States,
this is a serious =atter to those directly concerned. Perhaps, of even
greater importance would be the hundreds of persons that could die of smoke
inhalatica because they depended on a device that responds early,enough only
for flash fires.

Respectfully sub=itted for the offical record.

.

Karl Z. Morgan
Neely Professor

KIM:rs
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Consumer Aware / Kathy McManus

SME MB Ec 'EMBE8 .

". . . Smoke detectors could reduce fire deaths in American homes by
40 percent. They could also be emitting cancer-causing radiation . . ."

Smoke detectors-the devices credited usus!!y takes for cancer to develop and covered " pod," Bassin dismisses the
with having the potential to reduce fire be diagnosed after the initial radiation chance of any kind of americium !eakage

deathsin American homes by more than exposure. And because americium 241 as " highly unlikely." Consequ:ntly, no
40 percent-have recently become hot has a half-life of 458 years, it can retain emironmentalimpact statement regard-
sellers in California, ranking right potentially ledal properties for several ing 6e de:ecors has been filed, nor ha"e
aloneside CB radios and pocket calcula- centuries, tes:s been conducted to determine the
tors.'But in the rush to protect them- "There is no great risk with a sing!c effens of americium on factorv veorkers.

Anti-ionizatien forces con-selves from dre, mi!! ions of

tingly expcsed themselves to
-.' '. M .%;'.E.,..~;.T' C ~ - f-; r#.'/ .7 tend, however, that there is~

consumers may have unwit-
ample opportunity for trou-'' ' '

* * - -

' @ '3; W G .:...'.. %p . [.''o w.
:. b!e. Some of the cevices re-the rnere subtle. !onz-term

7'.ci- :Q.f.. ~f .' -ie quire periodic maintenance
~

danger of radiation poison. . %8.fw;.:r / < ' e d. and cleaning. thereby expes.
,- _

ygygfgjggtg/. g;';y;Sg,ry, ing the americium.fif!cd pod
ing. " People don't know -

;. y ; .~ 4 f ; :' ~4 .-what the hell they're buy- :
y- . J. . . - to possible mishap. And, un-mg, says Dr. John Gofman, f ,. z. y . % . 9 ;;.c

- ## / - : ;N.f. :s a L-JR Tc W. wj < W .A @- M 9 - @ ' +til inquisitive children be-
"

.

profeuer emeritus of medi- ..-

MMf-l' : --2 come extinct, the chance thatca! physics at t.*C Berkeley. ..,

" Detectors are a built-m 9' % {i V one may play with a danger-
be

g" t. 3. ous, improper!y discardt 'source oflung cancer." :

.Yg'~4,[j dh.. looied; ingestion of even a
;. . detector cannot be oseDr. Gofman's charges ap C.; &*

ply to the Ionicatiodsmose
' dd.'; '

.,

(- de:ector, which contains a . ,Vt,.. -w i - mmute amount of amer.

k" r
. f.' p ; - - icium can cause cancer,highly toxic, cancer-causing 's w -mr . . _.

I- ~

-9 ;;w - , - Under NRC guidelines, a;\g'yp' ;'Y.'.,_,*'i','v,. damaged or used detector
radioactive subs:ance, usu- C
s!!y americium-241. Placed [ 2 -5~,% g m- should be returned to the*yinside the detec:or, the W ~

, . .' ' ' ' " .'W , - i '' { ~ manufacturer for disposat.americium emits radiation.
'

which results in a very small c ,. ' 2M
' ' . ' " ~~ '. . . ~

dioactivity are hariliworded
,-

' But because wamints of ra-
electrical current Acw. This

"
^ ' ' ~~ ~ ^ ~ ~

current remains constant until smoke de:ecor,"says GeorgiaTech's Dr.Kar!Z. and many detectors contain ba' rely per-
particles enter the chamber and reduce Morgan. "but eventually many millions ceptible warnings, the chances are slim
the current, triggering the alarm. will end up in scrap heaps and in junk that many of the devices will be dis.

Such detec: ors account for 2 bout 80 shops. A small risk now tums out to be a posed of properly by consumers. And
percent of the approximately 20 million great concem later . . . It took decades the NRC figures the average life of a
detecors currently in home use nation- before people realized the danger of detector to be only about Eve years, due
wide, even though there is a safe and cigarette smoking." Since americiurn to the rate at which most Americans
reliable alternative-the photocicetric must ac:ually en:et the body in order to redecorate and move. Moreover, there is

detecer. Working with a light source cause cancer. critics of the devices are no guarantee : hat the company that
= and a pitutcsestive device. the pho- focwin3 their concem en the long. range produced the detector w:'l continue to ,
toeleanc de:ector contains no radioac- e.Tec:s that will take place when improper be in businesa years later, so even the
tive material. But because of a four year dispcsal of the detec: ors allows ue radio- casironmenta!!y conscious may be left
head 1: art and an industry cam- acuve material to enter the t' od chain. with no place to deposit the detectorso

paign teuting the ioniza: ion detector as Gesemment oScia!s at the Nuclear Reg- except in the trash can.
superior, this dangerous device con- u!atory Commission (NRC) seem to be Though the problem appears to hase
imues to corner the market. spinning a web of contradictions. "The crept silently by Califomia o$cials. it

Dr. Gofman is but one of a growin, NRChas no objectioris to throwing them has not gone unnoticed elsewhere. The
nurder of sciendsts and consumer ad- [ ionization detectors] into the waste- issue is under investigation by the Mas-
vocates who are convinced that the basket." says NRC's Nathan Bassin. sachuse:ts attornev general's o t' ice,
eve.,e y use of such radioac9e rnate- "They're acrrnal garbage." while members cf'the'!;Imois attorney

~

s
riah ,resen:s's serious threat to human Though the NRC may view such de- general's ot' ice hase recently compie:ed
heal:n ar.d :: me ensironment. Though tec: ors as " normal g2rbage." pesing only their own nine. month ..westig2non of

se. cat.s:s are that . the ionization rninimal potential na:ards. there sti!! ex- ionization det-c: ors. "Th e odds of some-
i smoke fe:ec:cr dces set present an im- is: stric: NRC regulations for disposal of thing [senous] ha:pening are enou3 toh

meds.e hefth ha:ard. : hey fee! :he :adioac:ise ustes.Inc:uding ame-icium- gise us cccce n." s:stes Cean Hanse!!.
prec.em di mest 34:y beceme app 2r . |al.Since de americiurn in =0s:ioni:a ; assis:2nt a::erney genera! n Chicags.

, eat n axut 5f:eer. . cars-the time it tion detecors is coa.:2 iced in a fail-| "Mest consume e : n': ice v what an ,

osvm,ece:r,9 s ec. . w.w ve:er.ce uev.: c.
e

A 3 57 03. ? FI' * M M ~4 3. . :s*ss -o it ?.e. Aest va; mas.zw:4 A.3 .ws w e. .m
cea ma' t * ir? = <xe< w: m.s.
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". . . Ionization srnoke detectors can retain their
potentially lethal properties for centuries . . ."

(
ionization detector is . . . They don't taining dangerous carcinogenic materialC
know what they're gettin t." lonization Continuing cperational problems
detectors, excluded from home use in with ionization detectors may make
Japan because of their " undesirable" photoelectric detectors even more at-
characteristics, may soon be shelved in tractive. The National Fire Protection.

the United States as well. Legislation to Association's Sectional Committee on
ban their sale has been intro (uced at the Household Fire Warning Equipment is
federallevel by New York Congressman currently circulating a memo among in.
Ted Weiss, but until such legislation is dustry members suggesting the possible
approved, the industrywide battle over bannmg orionization detectors m small
which type of detector is better will apartments.The problem of false alarms
centinue. is meressmg. particularly in smaller

it seems as though supporting test units, where the detector is necessarily
results can now be produced for each placed near the kitchen. The memo
claim regarding safety or superiority. makes note of an apartment building in
The long. accepted conclusion that ion- a Chiesgo suburb where battery-oper-
ization detectors respond faster to open- ated ion chambers were instal!cd m all
naming fires.whereas photoelectric de- the rpartments and in the public cor-
vices are much quicker in detecting ridors: "The false alarms particularly l
smoky fires.is bein3 disputed, as are the from ecokine, were so fre:;uent and an-
tesdng conditions under which those noying that most cf the tenants had |

results were produced. The Nuclear removed the batteries to s!!ence the de-
Regulatory Commission bases its stan- tectors. As the batteries were not re-
dards on tests conducted in the sixties placed after the incidents the detectors
and sees "no need to revise them." are, for a!! practical urpcses, perma-

Critics of the NRC including Berke- nently silenced." FaiIure to reconnect
ley's Dr. Gofman, scorn the agency for detectors in similar situations has re-
fairms to conduct "real world" tests. sulted in several deaths in Canada, as -

Gofman says he has "zero faith"in any well as in the United States.
NRC Andings for one reason: The com- Since no mandatory safety standard (.
mission does its testing in a "technolo$e

has ever been established by the Con-*i-
cal paradise." Gofman says that t sumer Product Safety Commission.
NRC's fmdings apply "only if everyone faulty detectors occasionally pass un-
does every thing perfectly and everything noticed until they are in cperation. mak.
eces right . . . and there are no fires." ing a recall dicicult. Still outstanding in
the N RC's conclusions, he adds, do not homes across the country are 65.000
allow for"some guy to walk out of the defective ionization smo'ke detectors'
plant with the stuff on his shoes." manufactured in 1974-75 by BRK Elec-

Supporters of the photoelectric detec- tronics and distributed under different
ter discount the NRC's findings and labels. The devices cannot adequately ;

turn to the results of tests conducted by withstand regular household current. 1

prisate industry. As more and more tests The ro!!owing models should be re- !
mdicate improvements in the photo- turned to BRK Electronics. Project 749. l"

electric detector, many consumers who 750 NicClure Asenue. Aurers. !!!inois !
.

previously bought one of each kind may 60507. S00 323-9005: BRK will send a
now see this precaution as unnecessary. , replacement smoke detector. Stedels

Los Anzeles City Fire Department being reca!:ed are the BRK plug-in typel
Inspector lid Reed admi:s that if he "had SS e495L. BRK direct wire type SS
it to do eser again" he would have two 749ACS and SS 749AC. ANIF Parston
photoelec*ric detectors in his house in- plug-in type 2000 ACL ASIF Paraion
stead of his present system, which in- direct-wire type 2000 AC. ITE plug-in
cLtdes ene of each type. Though Reed type ITO I AC (no direct wire types). ,

I

scars pluz-in tydirect-wire type
ae 9-57047 and 9-57043.ins;sts that the radiation danger posed by

and the fears 9-57049 ithe ioniistica detector is "mintmal." he
nctes that smoky $res account for ap- (return to Sears). !

check the bet. If.g for a smcke detect:r.When shoppin |preximat:!y 90 percent of fatal home
| dres. and tha:, *herefere, for residences : is not clear;y marked i

| the prtetee:ectric de:ector is the bet- " photoelectric" cc " ionization," remove -
ter encice. Conzressman Weiss echoes the face of the detector h:cif and icok '

Reed's cho.ce in" much stronger terms: for an NRC warnin3. This denotes u
"Since 2.e pnotoe! ctric de::ctor will also iecization 4etec cr. and noug5 it may (

. stscMd. ao p.sa$ cation for sanction I guard azainst :h: immediate Janeer ofnre it : day actus:!v co t:rdute :o . ture!
ft.netice wei! and save !ives, there is

h |

f ing the 4idesp ead use of a device con environm'er.!al and heah 10 mage. **! |
'

*|
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FRCM Cath:rino Quigg, recesteh strcoter October 16, 1975
Pollution & Environmental Problems, Inc.
Bex Sc9, Palatine, Illinois 6c067
312/281-6695

TKs suCgI Z ICTOR LE3 ATE: ICNIIA? ION VI?E'S FIC?CE120'RIO

s

"Y7ES OF Ionizatica detectors operato en the principle that ionised air will
?MOEE conduct electricity. Radioactive material (americium-241) ionizee
ETIC *'R3 the air in a sensing chamber. A voltage is applied a:ress the chmaher

and s ess11 surrent is sarried by the ionized air. Then aseke' particles
enter the chamber and ec= hine with.the tenized air, the current
(ion fles) is reduced, tripping the alarm.

Phateelectria detectors use a light scattering principle called the
'?yndall effect.' A beam of light from a saml1 bul's of light-emitting.

dio d o i s e.12ed s c ro s s a sealed chamber to a light trap. A pMtocell
looks at the sids of t :e beam and. senses no light as long as the air
in the changer is clean. If cceks' enters the chamber, light is reflect ed
in all directions. When reflected light hits the pMtecell, the
resulting change in resistance triggers the alars.

TEICH IS Fire expert Richard Sukcuski reports that both types of sseks detectors
3E??ER A? respond well to fires. The pMteslectric type seem to respend better
CZT3372% TIRI3 to the smoldering type fires and the icnization type res' pond better to
A'O SA7ING flaming fires. Both types, however, provide adequate es: ape time for
LIVEST all fires.

In the May 1977 issue of "Specifying Engineering', author Patrick )Phillips indicates that 'a very slow asoldering' fire can generate (extremely heavy sxke densities without causing an tenizatien detecto r
to respond. This may be because smke, although dense, contains
relatively large particles and relatively few pa rticles per unit volune.'

A recent study concludes: 'A residential s=oke detector with s=all lag
time, of either the ionization er pheteelectric type, = uld provide more
adequete life saving potential under rest residential fire conditions,
when properly installed. Even in the case of rapidly building fires the

I

detectors would provide adequate warning befer e dangerous conditier.s were
reached in the primary esespe path...Under expected residential fire

'

conditions, it app ears that there is no difference in lifesaving
potential between ici21:ation and pheteelectric detectors.'
(Richard W. Sukerski of the Center for Fire Research, Institute for
Applied Technology, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)

From available statistical data, it appears that most dwelling fires
start by smoldering. For exa=ple, the LosAngeles Fire Departme.%
reported the result s of a study of 4,151 dwolling fires that e urred
during 1960 in their city and concluded that 75 percent began a s slen,

Ismoldering fires...In general, it can be stated that if the fire is a '

sic % asoldering fire without any flame, a good photeelectri: detector
will be superior to a good ion chamber dete: tor in terms et detection
time." (Fire Journal, November 1964)

Both the teni:a ,1:n and ;Mtoelectric detecto rs hava 'a sen stutted by
the Nati:nal Bureau of 3:endards and they both perform es11 in their
purpose of detecting fire in the home.

f
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CC:I::LLIII A There is one important difference between the ionization and
?J.T --1 EAT 3 the photoelectrio detectors. The ionization detecter eentains3

THE EISATI? radioactive americium-241, a by-product of plutenium whish is
produs&d 'sy the fissiening of uranium. It can seriously affset
human heal th and the envir:nment if it escapes thru destruction of
the detector or in the disposal of the detector. Those who are
marketing radionotive ionisation smoke detecto rs fail to prop erly
address these concerns. There is a safe alternative to the
ionization detector. It is the photoelectric detector which
contains no radicactivity, only burns or diodes.

GEORT-TERM I=nediate health dangers are significant. Smoke detectors can be
EIALTH AND and have been destroyed in fires, according to Richard Bright of
ENVIRCSMIN?AL the National Bureau of Standards. When that happens, the amerisium
EAZARDS CF IONIZATION can vaporize and oxidiza. The gold foils that contain the ssericium
E3CKI LETECTOR3 are thin and will seit at only 1,06) degrees centigrade. Tiremen

*

risk exposure to radiation while fighting ff res in facilities
where esoke detectors are installed er stored. There is also the
possibility that americium expc sure presents a hazard to workers
in facilities where ionizatien smoke detectors are assembled.

LCNG-TERM Radioactive detectors have a useful life of about 15 year s,
*

EALARDS OF according to Richard Bright, fire research engineer. for the
ICNIZATICN DETICTCRS National Bureau of Standards. But asericium-241 has a radioactive

half-life of 460 years, meaning that it will be a potential threat
to human health and safety for thcceands of years.

Americium, which is soluble, accur:lates in soil and water--

from which it enters the food chain in drinking water, plant foods,
fish and anisals. Cnce ingested, it moves readily from .the gastro-
intestinal tract into the blood stream, where it remains to cause
cancer of the liver and bone.

EC2 MANY DETECTCR$ Four-nillion ionization detectors have already been pu. chased for
ATI VI TALLING homes and offices. They are being put on the market at the rate of
13 CUTT 9 million per year, cospered to ene-sillion per year for the

photoelectric type according to the National Bureau of Standards.

WHAT RADIATION There are ' thousands of lethal deses' in one sierocurie of americium-
KI?IRTS SAT 241 ac' cording to Dr. Edward A. Eartell, an environs 3ntal radiochemist

for the National Center for At=ospheric Research in 3:ulder, Colorado.
He is ' horrified' by the widespread distribution of radioactive
ionisation detsetors.

Dr. Tilliam J. Sair, a radiobiologist and nanager of Batt elle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories' biomedical and envirennental resesr:h
program, Richland, 7ashington, says amerisium ' constitutes a
hazard ecsparable to plutonium. ' He adds, ' Americium and curium

,

are largely translocated fres lung to liver to skelton, even when
-inhaled as oxide...s

e
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WHAT RADIATICN Dr. Ierl Z. Morgan, former director of the Health Physics Division
EXPERTS SAY at Osk Ridge Natieral Laboratory and now with the School of

( esati=ued) Ingineering at Georgia Tech, Atlanta 'The rinks are identical
for plutoniu:n-239 and americium-241. Once in the environs:at,
americium is mere of a ricic thsn plutonium, becesso it is more
readily taken up by animals and plants that are pe t of the human
c hain. "

Dr. Dean E. Abrahanson, physiciza, physicist and professer in the
School of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota 'Thors is ne
question about the toxicity of americium, especially if it gets
into the food chain.'

Dr.- Donald P. Gessanan, noted bicphysicist claiss it is ' insidious'
to manufseture and distribute radiosetive smake detector i and
states 'it's inevitable that sese of this snericium will, en,d up in jeur food chain.'

1'
!*
i

7EA7 IEE The manufasturers of ioni:stien detectors and the U.S. Nuclear '

?~4 C P C E N TS C F Regulatory Cosrsission have ignored concerns expressed in this
ICNIZA?ICN paper. They have r.at addressed the short-term problem of
DETECTCa3 3AY: ionization detector destructibility nor the long-term problem

of retrieving and persanently and safely disposing of radioactive
ionization smoke detactors.

i

DISPCSAL CF Although ienization detectors are supposed to carry instenetions
ICNIZATION for their transportation and disposal, soms do cet. Some sateete rs

.

'

LE7ICTCRS will wind up in trash case, incinerster s, and junkyards. 'Some
)amerielum will eartainly seep into the soil and water,' claims
|Dr. Karl Z. Morgan. 'The only question is where and how much.

Even though the risk may be ass 11 and I am not saying that it is--
when you have millions of these s= eke detectors, and you sultiply
'aznll risk 8 by a large number, the risk can be much larger.'

In our society, the convenient and most connen way to dispose of
garbage is to burn it. The question arises what happens to americium
when it is burned? It becomes an aerssel sanveying radioactivity
to the surrounding populations. ?b one has addressed this
problem.-

.. . . .

THAT DO TEE 1Theoretically, these radisactive detectors are to be returned 1

FROPCNE!CS eventually to the cespany that manufactured them which in turn,
RECOMMEND FOR will hand them over to the U.3. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
DI5?CSALT disposal. Most people don't know whether they have ionisation er

photoelectrie snake detectore--let alone when and where to return
them. Among four brands of ionization detectors in a local discount
store, only one had literature rece= mending return to manufacturer
and that was in small print. It will be hard to remember fifteen
years frem new...or ever, if you move inte a home that alreadyhas a sacke detector.

e
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TRA? 3*-rVI.D BE Zach village should alert its sitizens ts the long a=4
IX3E NCW TFA? Y2 short term dangers of radisastive smoke detectors. Villages
MAV3 RADICACTI7I7T should pass resolutions against the sale and use of ienizaties
IN CUR ICES AND detectare and in support of phetselectrio dets:to rs.
3*CRZ3 3701 -

The ionization detectors already on the,sarkets and in homes
and offices should be returned to the =s=ufacturer and thonse
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ces: mission. Credits should
be given for photoelectric detectors. The NRC doesn't knew
what to do with americium; but at least it steuld net disperas
it throughout the country in aseks detectors. They can try
to find containment for the quantities they have already
produe ed with nuclear fission.

3 HAT IS HE If we have any regard for hussnity, we will not waEt to leave
RATICNALI FCR an irrurersibly poisonal planet to thos e who sust follow in
3ANNING ICICZATION sur foot steys. hyle she have hen fatally exys sad to.

DETECTCRST lea, lev el ra diatio n n17 hst it:sedist ely' fall dawn and die,
'

but> that d*+s nst uitigate the harrar and suffering frsa
cancer and other di ases that will claim them many yeare
later.

IS CN3 FID'CELICTRIC The Natone, Ca;itain %elly, Sylvania brands us e light-esittin;;
SMCIE CETICM AS diodes inst ead of laups. The diodes can be expected to
GCCD AS A.Wi!ERT last for years, whereas lanpa (or bulbs) :xust be replseed

fairly often. These brands have all been tested and
approved by Underwriters Laboratories.

$$i

.

'

. ~ . ,

NOTE: Many corr:ntnities are oassing ordinances recuirine smoke detectors;
if such a proposal co' es up in your town it is an ideal time toc
ask-that it han ionidation type alaris,

-

s.

!
,

The following is Mrs. quiqq's recuest to her village board asking .

that ionization detectors be banned there. Please take the catter
up with vour board too'

. .- -

.
,

-
.

:
.

Reprinted by the TASK FORCE A6AINST NUCLEAR ?OLLUTION, INC.
P.O. Box 1817, Washing:en, n.C. 20013.
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DATE: Ostubcr 23, 1978.

fROM: Catherine Quigg, research director
Pollution & Enviro:= ental Problecas, Inc.
Box "C9, Palatine, Illinois 6CC67
312/381-6695

Tot Members of the Board.cf Trustees of the Village of Barrington
y

SU3 JECT: Village Resolution on Smoke Detectors

.- .*

.

S=oke detectors for the home have become a popular ites. Millions are sold each
.

. . .

year. The meabers of my organization, Po11utica & Environmental Probless, I:e.,

recossend the use of photoelectri: det ecter: in the h =e but are opposed t.o the
,

sale and use of radioactive ionisatica emoke detectors.
.

4
'

i -

There is one 1:sportant difference between ioni:stien and p'.etdelectrio detectors.
.

The icnization detector contains fres 0 35 to 4.!+ =icro:uries of radioactive
.

americiu=r-2kl, a decay produ=t of plutonium-239 Ameri:iu:n has a half-life of.

h60 years, =eaning it re= mins toxic f:r at least 4,CCO years.
.

There is to k=own '

way to per=anently and safely dispose of it. .

.

The =a.Uacturers of ienization detectors and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co=siasion '
..

.

(NRO), which is supposed to ragulate them, fail to properly address the 9:estion
'

of amerieium's effect on human heal th and the envirer.sent. The NRC stat es that .

"if you stand within ten inches of an ionination detector for eight hous a day,

every day of t'he, year, the annual radiation exposure weuld be less than C.5 millirea.
..

I agree that this ceuld be true. .

;

However, americium enita very strc=g alpha radiation
,

and makes alsos.t no contribution to exter=al expoeure. So the amount of time one
.

. .
f

spent $ near the detector is completely irrelevant. *

Americius is an internal radiation emitter and affe:ts hunan health whe . it is id.aled
or. ingest ed. Cnce ingested, it novea readily fres the gastrointes:*- ' ' act into

'

the bleedstreas where it renaims to cause cancer of the liver and be .e.Once this
is understood, the foolishness of nessuring the health effe::: of alpha . ..i t . e . s,

by external dose rates is readily per: sired.
v.

9

.

, . - - .
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Row would the a:ericium in an ionization detector be released to the environment *

Unfortunately, very easily. S=oke detectors are-not indestructible. According to
S

,~
.

, Ridhard Bright of the Natier.al Bureau of Standards, 3=cke detectors can be and
,_

, .

have been destroyed by fires. When that happens, the americium can vaporize and'
.

oxidise. The gold foils that contain the americina are thin and will melt at the

^

burning temperature of a home fire. Microscopic particles of auericium can then

es: ape unseen and unfelt to the at=osphere. Fire =en eculd risk exposure to a=ericiu:n

parti:les while fighting fires in facilities where ionizati:n socke detectors are '

<
.

t -

s'
installed or stored.

. -

5.
The public is at risk when detectors are damaged or destroyed; or in their disposal. -

~

Millions of ionizatien detectors will wind up in trash cans, incinerato rs, junkyards-

and landfills. Every landfill could becose a radiesetive du=p, ' leaching ahericiu:a ,
- .

"
.

~

into the groundwater and food chain. Garbage fires eculd disperse a=ericium as j.
. .

an aerosol. .,
.

.

*Se=e americius will certainly seep into the soil and water,' claims Dr. Karl Z. '.' r. 7 -
M=rgan, former directors of the Health Physica Division at Oak Ridge National .

I. abo rato ry. Dr. Donald P. Gessaman, a noted biop'hysicist says "it's inevitable that [-

some of this asericium will end up in our food chain.'. ~ ~ :-:
,c ..

*
'

-
J.t -

= . ",

And for what! ~ Te do not even need ionization detectors for our safsty frem fires. '

Thotoelectric s=oke detectors, which contain no radioactivity -- only bulbs or diodeb

are available. In addition, photoelectric detectors are superior in detecting '

sneldering fires, the kind which occur sost often in hemes. -

< .

Both photo electric and ionicatien type detecto rs have been evaluated by the Natie'r.a1
.a -

Suregu of Standards; ar.d dete: tors in both categeries he.ve been approved by Underwriters.
.2

Laboratories (U') and Taetery Mutual (fM). . .
-

. -

e
. *n

.

e

b
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With cancer on the increase every year, the se=bers of Poll'ution 3. 3=virons'ent.nl ,

Proble=s, Ins., think it is uneenscionable to dis;:rs = ore radioactivity to the
;
.

:
S -

.

enviten=ent. ~ ,
.

:,

.

n -

ully request th.at th'e Barrington village 3eard pass a resolution to ban
,

I respecta ~

e scourage the
ths sale ani use o't radioactive ionization ssoke detectors end to . . . .

.

sale and use of *;hotoelectrie detectors in the Sarrington ares.
.'

.

.,
.

Thar.k you. ,
.

.

.

&. .&.& .

.

Additional Censentary on Background Radiatien and What It Means:
,

*

humanity has alvsys been ex;csed to naturally, occur-ing bacig End
, y'~~

this
Dr. Gof=sn,- the co-discoverer of plutenius, ha s estisated ths.

" A s s e kno w,

nsturally occurring radiation esus ss approxisately 19,0C0 extra car.cern deaths
radiation.

"

annually and betw-en 53,CCo and 5:c,cco genetic Leaths per year in this country
;

.

alone.- -
.

.

fig;rea in sind, it seems almost unbelievable that governzEnt policies-
.

..

'

could. advocate the existence of artificially produced radia-lon, with its
With these

tens equ ent co st to hu=an life. Ho w ev er', thi s ha s happ ece d, and the av era g e
Ameriesn is exposed to almost twice the radiation that occura naturally.

curb that _de little about bacieground -radiation, but we esn, and must,We cart Curren . regulations peMt expo sures of 170 mrom
'

radiatisn producei by sen.-
A disturbing consequence of every individual receiving this deSeannually.

could amount to about 32,CCO extra cancer and leukemia deaths every year,
according to Drs. Gofhan and Tamp 1Ln.s ..

.
.

' Statement by S enator C-ary Ha.rt
-

"

.. .' .

Con *erenc e on low-level ?.adiation
Eay 4, 1976 -

Ya shington, D.C.

.
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